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Field could lose 1·of.4 · ,
in SG presidential race
by J.C. Smith
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Four stUdents declared their candidacy for
student body president Friday, but one may be
forced to drop out.
"At this moment Michelle Bruens, the running
mate of David Mann, is most likely going to drop,"
election commissioner Jim Song said.
Song said the only way Mann could run if
Bruens drops out is if he finds another running
mate and re-declares as a write-in candidate.
The other tickets are· David Abrami and
Matthew Wei)er, Jason DiBona andMark Dogoli,
and Russ Lloyd and Jose Cintron.
Candidates cannot begin active campaigning

until 6 p.m. Monday, according to Student
Government statutes.
"Right now we're letting all the candidates
have an equal amount of time of preparation and
an equal amount of publicity until active
campaigning begins," Song said.
During_the week before active campaigning
begins, candidates are not allowed to put up
posters, hand out fliers or be quoted in any
publications.
Elections will beginFeb.18 on the area campuses.
Main campus elections will be Feb. 19 and 20. .
Song said WUCF will be on the Green during
the elections on the 20th and a live band will
perform on the 19th. SG statutes require
entertainment during all elections.

PUT ON A SHINE
Phillip Therrien of thePhysical Plant cleans the light globes bythe
Administration Building. High-pressure sprayers will break them.

Candidates will be fined
1 flat·rate 'i f they keep
their signs up too long
by Tom Kopacz
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

ThevicepresidentforStudent
Affairs Thursday :vetoed a bill
the
Student
allowing
Government Election Commission leeway when fining
candidates who leave signs up
t oo long.
"My problem with the bill is
the candidate's reaction to being
fined higher than another for
the same act," Lee Tubbs said.
- "TfiEfWITOll::' h'itvn:!:t-r.-n~.!l

leave up fliers, you shouldn't be
fined the same as somebody who
left up 10 posters and signs,"
Sen. David Groover said.
Julie Watson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

GIVING A HOOT
Gary Bartlet, a senior, leans over th.~ guardrail on Alafaya Trail to help Phillip Hagen pick1up trash.
Members of AFROTC cleaned a two-mile stretch of the road Saturday.

SG will keep senator
though GPA is too low
by Tom Kopacz

Police charge 2 partygoers
21-year-old arrested on charge of serJing beer to 18-year-old
by Heidi Steiner
STAFF REPORTER

A UCF student was charged with serving
alcohol to an underage UCF student Jan. 25.
According to police, Brian Terr, 21, served
beer to 18-year-old Bethany Dunn. Terr was
acting as bartender at a Pi Kappa Alpha house
party, police said.
UCF Police charged Dunn with possession of
an alcoholic beverage and gave her a notice to
appear in court.
Officer Randall Mingo said he saw Terr pour
beer from a beer tap and give it to Dunn, without
checking for her driver's license or wristband. A
wristband signifies that someone is of legal
drinking age.
Sgt. Troy Williamson checked Dunn's age.
Upon verification that she was 18, Mingo
asked Terr to accompany him to the back of the

house, where Mingo arrested Terr, police said.
Police said Terr was escorted to the front of the
fraternity's house to establish identification and
complete a notice to appear in court.
According to police, Terr said, ''I'm sorry, I
wasn't thinking. It was real busy."
The UCFPolicy on Alcohol for events sponsored
- .
by fraternities and sororities stipulates:
• All members and guests must be carded at
_the door to determine who is oflegal drinking age.
• Designated members from the sponsoring
organization(s) ofthe event must be at the entrance
to check for IDs and wristbands or to stamp
members and guests who are 21 or older and
intend to drink alcohol.
· Also, police officers providing security at the
events shall perform the following:
•Upon request, assist thefraternityin checking
see

POLIC~

page 5

Tubbs said he was worried
about election appeals.
Veronica Livesay, Tubbs'
secretary, said he vetoed the bill
(23-13) after he returned from
the meeting.
The bill would have allowed
the com mi s sion to fine
candida t e s up to $20,
depending on the·flagrancy of
the violation.
The senate passed it
unanimously Jan. 1 i.
Senate President Pro Tern
David Carls s_l_!gg~sted putting
the amoun Of'tJre-nne~m-Lne · hands of the Judicial Council.
Tubbs indicated that would
be an acceptable alternative.

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Th e student senate's
Elections and Appointments
Committee Tuesday upheld 5-4
an appeal of Student
Government's 2.0 GPA
requirement.
Some committee members
said they were uncomfortable
with having to decide that
appeal.
Sen. David Groover appealed
the requirement after his UCF
GPA slid to 1.98. His over all
GPAis2.4.
Groover told the committee
when he first came to UCF he
did not · pay attention to his
classes and had an extremely
low GPA.
He also said he transferred to
Valencia Community College,
where he had a3.42 overall GPA
Groover said he then
transferred back to UCF. He

said going into to the fall term
he had a 2.1 UCF GPA
Groover said he had some
personal problems during the
fall term, but did not specify.
Groover also said he had a
2.25 GPA during the fall term,
suggesting Academic Affair~
could have made a mistake.
"I thought when I qualified
[for last fall's elections] I had a
year,term, period," Groover said.
Gr oover , who is also
chairman of E&A, said he had
put in a lot of work with the
committee.
He also said he wanted to run
Tuesday's meeting because he
set up several appointments
with new SG members, but was
·
·
told not to.
Sen. Emily Rado said she was
not comfortable with making the
decision.
"The only problem that I see
see APPEAL page 5

WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
851-7100 ·uCF·REPRESENTATiVE
·. RYAN FISH 380-0064
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Professors in high demand
by media.since war started

.

professors to talk to reporters about the effects of
war on Arab students in the United States and on
archaeologically precious sites in the Mideast.
The war has created a media boom for college
Still other schools like Princeton and the
professors.
University ofAkron, among others, reacted to the
Reporters are interviewing them, seemingly outbreak of hostilities by sending media outlets
all the time.
names of professors willing to comment about it.
During the first seven days ofwar; for example,
University of Akron officials say many calls
the University of Louisville History Department they have received since war broke out were
Chair Justin McCarthy - who specializes in the generated by the press release.
history of the Middle East-claims to have been
"I don'~ know if it's good or bad from a PR
interviewe~ by reporters from at least 12 local TV perspective," said Cyndee Witner, UA's director
and radio stations.
·
of public relations.
''We do getinW1dated with calls" from reporters
While· many campus publicists disavow the
seeking professors to interview
notion they are trying to gain
aboutthewar,notedAnneJones
publicity for their schools, most
of Georgetown University's
take
care to avoid hoolcing up
"It's silly for anyone
public relations department.
reporters to professors . who,
''We've had some calls for
to call himself
regardless of their knowledge
Iraqi, Kuwaiti and Israeli
or expertise, may be
expert."
students," added Scott Edwards,
uncomfortable in front of a
senior publicist for Boston
camera. ·
University.
"When people are
- Raymond Anderson
''We've been swamped," said
interviewed on TV they have to
professor of journalism,
John Drees, Louisville's acting
have charisma to attract an
Univ. of Madison-Wisc.
· news director.
audience," noted Georgetown's
Drees said Louisville has
Jones.
gotten literally dozens of .
.
They also have to be
iriterviewrequests for experts, usually professors, willing to talk, she said.
since the war began.
Students, especially those who are foreignNancy Robards/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE:
The American media's appetite for talking to born, may be less willing to talk than professors,
SAY CHEESE
anyone who might know anything about the war Boston's Edwards said .
"Some [students] are helpful [to reporters] and
Man Parker, a senior majoring in fine arts, works on a pinhole in the Persian Gulfhas proved to be massive, the
campus publicists report.
others are a bit reluctant" to talk, he said. He
camera for an advanced photography class. ·
The onslaught _of requests to interview added that BU Iraqi students have been
professors, however, is not entirely unprovoked. 'p articularly reticent.
Hundreds of campuses publish directories of
Campus residents with less to lose than Iraqi
professors and administrators listed as experts in students, however, generally have been happy to
their various fields.
be interviewed.
The University of Connecticut, for instance,
"It's an important part of the job," historian
offers someone to comment on the horrors of McCarthy said. Intense media demands can make
chemical and biological weapons.
The University of Wisconsin-Madison offe_rs

Staff Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
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• BLACK HISTORY
As part of Black History
Month 1991, a panel discussion
on Martin Luther King will be
held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Friday in the Student Organizations Lounge.
Also, the Office of Minority
Student . Services will sponsor
a fashion show at 6 p.m. SW1day in the UCF Theater. ,
For more information, call
ext. 2716.

garde filmmaking, will hold a ·
meeting at 3 p.m. Feb. 9 in
Room 230 of the Library.
For more information, call
Anthony Torres at ext. 4220.
• ART HISTORY CLUB
The Arts Alliance, an art
history club, will travel Feb.16
to Miami to see the Edvard
Munch exhibit at the Center
for the Fine Arts.
The club's next meeting will
be at 5 p.m. Feb. 12 in Room
207 of the Fine Arts Building.
The club is open to all students.
For more information, call
Rebecca Lewis, Arts Alliance
president, at ext. 2676.

• U.N. LUNCHEON
The Orlando chapter of the
United
Association will
• sponsorNations
an International Student Luncheon from noon to 2
p.m. Saturday at the Winter
• Park University Club.
• VPC MEETING
Joanna McCully, InternaThe next meeting of the
tional Student Services coordi- Video Production Committee
• nator, will be the keynote - will include: a review of its final
speaker, and the first Interna- crew list and positions, upcomtional Student of the Y:ear ing events and shooting schedaward will be given.
· ules. Crew members must at•
The 1W1cheon is free to all tend; anyone who can't must
international students.
call Tim Steinauer at 277-0140.
The meeting will be at 9:30 p.m.
Feb. 7 in Room 340 of the Edu• • FREE MONEY
Fifteen black graduate ·stu- cation Building.
dents who are new to UCF will
receive scholarships in the •STATE TAX TALKS
The Seminole Cowity League
• summer term.
·
Students will receive $1,300, of Women Voters will have two
and are responsible for their discussions on whether Florida
• own books, tuition and board. needs an income tax.
The first will be at 7:30 p.m.
They must take at least six
hours of graduate course work Feb. 11 at 228 Spring Run, Longand be accepted for the summer wood. The second will be at 9:15
• term. Two letters of reference am Feb.13inSuite103 of South
Seminole Community Hospital's
are also required.
·
Application deadline is Physicians Plaza.
For more information, call
• March 1. For more details, call
Mary Ostrander at 767-0447.
ext. 2731.
I

•

•FILM CLUB
E Film, a new organization
for those interested in avant-

•ROMANCE PANEL
The Orlando Area Science
Fiction Society will present an

all-female Romance Writers panied by two copies of the enpanel discussion at 2 p.m. Feb. try form.
For forms and details, send
10 at Enterprise 1701, 2814
Corrine Drive, Orlando .. Ad- a self-addressed, · stamped
mission is free and the public business envelope to: Competition Guidelines, FFWA, P.O.
is invited.
Scheduled participants in- · Box 9844-FN, Ft. Lauderdale,
clude Linda Crockett · Gray, FL33310.
Connie Mason, Joan Marie
• LAW SEMINAR
Balser and Glenda Sanders.
A seminar designed to proFor more information, call
vide business professionals
Bob Waterman at 539-1830.
with information and analyses
• WOMEN'S MEETING
on construction law will be held
The Jewish Community at 9 a.m. Feb. 13 at the SherCenter of Central Florida will aton University.
sponsor the Fourth Annual
The seminar will cover a vaWomen's Confer,ence from 9:30 riety of tppics, including cona.m. to 4 p.m. Feb. 10 at the tracting, defective bids, contract
Radisson Hotel
chang~s and termination and
The keynote speaker will be dispute resolution.
Diana Bletter, author of the
For more information, call
book "The Invisible Thread: A Barbara Jaros at 849-0300.
Portrait of Jewish-American
Women."
•LAWMAKER SPEAKS
The conference includes a
U.S. Congressman Craig
continental breakfast, lunch, a James, R-Deland, is scheduled
keynote address, the choice of to speak from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
one morning and one afternoon Feb. 11 at the Daytona Beach
session and excerpts from The Community College Conference
Center Players' upcoming pro- Center, 1200 Volusia Ave.,
duction of"Funny Girl."
Daytona Beach.
Call 645-5933 for more inJam es will explain his views
formation.
on education, financial aid and
the environment.
•WRITING AWARDS
For more information, call
The Florida Freelance Writ- Jennifer Peace, UCF Daytona
ers' Association is now accept- Student Government coordinator,
ing entries- for the Eighth An- . at¢. 4035 or (904) 255-7423.
nual Florida State Writing
Awards. Association member- • E/W STUDY RESULTS
ship is not required.
The Orlando-Orange CoW1Prizes range from $°150- ty Expressway Authority will
$250. This year's categories are conduct a public meeting and
Short Stories, Novel Chapters, open house at 7 p.m. Feb. 14 at
Articles, Non-Fiction Book the Gold Key Inn, 7100 S. OrChapters, Poetry and work of ange Blossom Trail, Orlando ..
Juveniles.
The authority will present
Contest deadline is March the results of the project devel15. All entries must be accom- opment and environmental

study for a portion of the
Southern Connector from Orange Avenue to the Bee Line
Expressway.
Maps, documents and other
information will be displayed
at an informal open house at 4
p.m.
• VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
The Volunteer Center of
Central Florida needs assistance with the following programs:
• The Homeless Case Management Program will begin
training Feb. 13 ·and will run
from 7:15-9 p.m. for five consecutive Wednesdays. Volunteers will help families obtain
available resources.
• Mothers Against Drunk
Driving needs help with newsletters, mailings, court monitoring
and worlring at information booths.
To volW1teer, call 896-0945.
•FAMILY SUPPORT .
The following groups offer
support to families with loved
ones in the Persian Gulf:
• The American Legion
Family Support Network has
provided a toll-free emergency
action line to assist military
families with unexpected
household problems and/or financial obligations. That number is 1-800-786-0901.
• The Central Florida chapter of the Non Commissioned
Officers Association is selling
Operation Desert Storm Tshirts for $10.
All proceeds go to the Navy/
Marine Corps Relief Society to
help military files locally.
If you are interested in
helping or if you wish to buy a
shirt, call 894-3441.
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Educators pUsh for
shifting,financial aid
from loans to grants
.

.

Saunders of the American
by B.J. Hoeptner
Council on Education (ACE).
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
Saunders said shifting it
Students would find it easier would especially help lowto get financial aid and would incox:ne students.
"Needy students become
get it in the form of grants, not
loans, if some educators' wish overburdened with loans," said
list for a major college bill in this Ken Mcinerney of the National
session of Congress comes true. AssociationofStudentFinancial
Legislators expect to begin Aid
Administrators
in
debating provisions of the Washington, D.C.
Higher Education Act CHEA),
Mcinerney said he wasn't
aside"from potential military entirely sure federal loans are
draft bill, the most important the best way for a needy student
student bill expected to arise to pay for college.
this session, in February.
ACE, atrade group for college
The HEA effectively sets the presidents, also would like the
federal government's campus government to increase aid to
policies for everything from older and part-time students~
library support to student aid, so-called "non-traditional
and is updated every five years. students" who now make up
Although the update process more than 40 percent of the
begins next month, its results American campus populationprobably won't ·begin to affect and to dependent students,
students until at least 1993, Saunders said.
Moreover, higher education
observers say.
lobbyists in Washington want
to make it easier for students to
trend, begun in 1981 with the get aid, and for campus aid
ascension of Ronald · Reagan, officials to hand it out.
· that forced students to borrow
''We'd like·to see a reduction
college aid from the federal ofpapenyork" so aid officers can
govemmentinsteadofgettingit pay more attention to students,
in the form of grants.
Mcinerney said.
Until then, the majority of
"I'm so busy with paperwork
aid was granted. As a result, that it limits my time with
students didn't graduate with students," said Audrey Lambert,
the kinds of debt burdens that financial aid director of
now are typical ..
Mississippi State University.
"One of everybody's concerns
In early January, the Bush
is to shift the balance between
grants and loans," said Charles
see 'LEGISLATION page 5
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COMEBACK
Tim Bandy flings his homemade boomerang on the lawn in front of the Education Building. He was
practicing his technique just for fun Monday night.
·

•
d ·
h
WUCF airs stu ent-run s ows an~!~:::~i~ ::·:.~~~!;a!
' sports 10 hours a week
Students will program music, news,

by Mary Watkins
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

WUCF-FM (89.9) began its
student programming Feb. 4.
This ·programming, which
will run 4-6 p.m. Monday
through Friday, will be college .
music, sports arid UCF news by
students. Two features will be
"Sports Forum," and "UCF
Digest."

Victor Gishler, disc jockey of
theTuesdaynightjazzprogram,
·said he is looking forward to the
student program.
"It will make good use of our
drive time," Gishler said.
Brooks Gamer said ·several
additional hours have been
added to the Knight Rock
program also.
According to Robert Arnold,
director of the Office of

Instructional Resources, the
review board last spring
suggested WUCF become a
University/community
station.
However, according to the
new WUCF-FM procedural
manual, thefunctionoftheradio
station will be to serve as the
public voice ofUCF in a manner
that furthers the mission of the
university.
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i February 11th:

Ferris Bueller's Day Off

SUNDAY 281-4438
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I February 13th: . ~
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Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
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-All movies are shown in the Wild ·Pizza at

6:30 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.
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• POLICE
FROM PAGE 1

•

identification cards of students.
• Assist the fraternity in
making sure no one under 21 is
drinking alcohol.
Also, a UCF student reported
his bicycle missing Jan. 30.
Richard Suggs parked and
locked his bike under the north

•

APPEAL

•

FROM PAGE 1

•

•
•
•

is having son !. body come in
[whom] we did.ii I, like as much
as we like [Groover]," she said.
"I don't think there should be
an appeal process on this."
"It's not whether we like him
or not," Sen. Vickie Westmark
said. "It's in the [statutes]."
Sen Ted Knight defended
Groover, whom he called his best
friend.
"He could have said, 'I'm
below the r equirement and I
quit,"' Knight said. ''He's willing
to fight for his position."

end ofBrevard Hall at 1 :30 a.m.
and realized it was missing at
noon that day' according to
police.
Suggs told police the bike was
locked by a chain and lock
around the frame but was not
secured to anything.
He said he did not give the
combination to anyone.

Groover said he was
uncomfortable with the fact that
Tuesday's meeting was public.
"I don't want my name
dragged through the mud," he
said.
Student body Vice President
Jason DiBona said h e h ad
suspended Groover u ntil the
appeal was decided.
"What you have to decide is
what is the best way to uphold
the credibility ofthe senate," he
said.
· The committee's decision can .
be overridden by the full senate,
but a two-thirds majority is
required to do so.

· •~--------~-~---------~
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NEW EQUIPMENT
Dr. Fred Gunnerson, Dr. Don White, President Steven Altman and Joe Davids dedicate a new open
channel water flow table. A donation from Westinghouse helped the College of Engineering buy it .

•

LEGISLATION
FROM PAGE 4

•

administration floated a trial
balloon proposal to make the
proces.s simpler by taking banks
out of the loan process.
Students would borrow
directly from their schools,
which would get the money from
the government.
"We're quite confident it
would work well," said Jerold
Roschwalb of the ational
Association ofState Universities
and Land-Grant Colleges.
"There's no reason a student
has to go to a bank to get a loan,"
he said. .
. However, banks protested,
forecasting spiraling default
rates
and
widespread
mismanagement ifthe proposal
passed and put untrained school
.officials in the loan business.
While student aid is the most
visible part, the H E.A al so
regulates a spects of t eacher
training,
international
education, college libraries and
graduate programs, among
other things.
' ·
''The other [parts of the law]
affect
students
more
importantly,
but
more
indirectly" than financial aid,
Saunders said.

•
•

CHECKING
•
•

T Free ATM card
"T just for people
25andunder

•

T

No per-check
charge

·T

99¢ a month

]ustCheckingTM is available only at these SouthTrust offices: Downtown Orlando
Banking Center 246-6000; University Blvd. 246-6050. Lake Mary Banking
Center 330-2300;/rom Orlando, 246-6060. Deland Main Office 738-8800;
Spring Garden Avenue 734-3100; Deleon Springs 985-4661; Orange City
775-1400; South Daytona 756-6000; New Smyrna Beach 428-1011; Holly Hill
756-6050; Ormond Beach 756-6055; Port Orange 756-6060; Palm Coast
446-4400.

SouthTrust Bank
•

© 1991 Soutlifrust Corporation

Member FDIC

HEY!
The Central Florida Future
is seeking news reporters

for the Brevard, Daytona and
South Orlando campuses.
If you are interefiled in

writing news for your campus,
please call us at UCF-NEWS
(that's 823-6397), or drop by
our office and fill out an
application

.6
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EXPERTS

an expert observer of war
coverage.
Anderson
said
he
generally didn't turn to
profe~sors when working as

eight ·years when it's really
10," he said.
' Yet
at
least
one
professorial expert observer
wonders if it isn't a mistake
to consider . professors as
expert observers.
"It's silly for anyone to call
himself an expert," said
Raymond Anderson, a former
New York Times ·correspondent who now is a
journalism professor at the
University of WisconsinMadison.
In a release sent to
reporters and editors, UW
listed Anderson himself as

~ been

FROM PAGE3

it hard for professors to balance
their new celebrity with their
other duties.
"It takes time away from
everything:
classes,
research, family," McCarthy
said.
While the interview may
take only 10 minutes,
McCarthy spends a lot of time
keeping abreast of the latest
news.
"You can't say Saddam
Hussein's been- in power for

Our UCF Back to School
Good Knight Offer!
$1 O Check-up includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good with Valid UCF 1.0. Only
Expires 5/3/91
Good on initial visit only

282-2101.·

678-2022
.

.

doesn't mind answering
questions.
"I
think
it's
my
obligation. Somebody has to
respond," he said.

UCF TEAM CENTI.ST

Target rop'f>cs
.

a reporter and added that
professors are often behind
the times in their selected
fields of study.
However,
Anderson

.

Have a Great Semester.~. .
.. ,, . ·
Thank You tor Your Support!
.
.

11780 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817 .

*THE PATIENT AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR
PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT
OR BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICE,
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A
RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE, DISCOUNTED FEE, OR REDUCED FEE SERVICE EXAM INATION OR TREATMENT.

Alafaya Village Shopping·Cent~r
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

.....

··- - - - - -)i\

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING·AT

TAN~FA$TIQUE

TANNING SALO·N

i '

SEMINAR:

HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR
STUDY TECHNllQUES
for

COLLEGE & UNIVERSITY

SUCCESS
You\o can imp;ove your success, both in and out of the classroom. Attend this
seminar and learn how to make your study and learning time more productive and
effective.

WHO SHOULD ATIEND:

THE CAMPUS ACTIVITES BOARD
PRESENTS

Any person desiring to improve their skills in acquiring knowledge and information.
Graduate students, Undergraduates, Professors. and Administrators can benefit. This
seminar is especially beneficial to persons who are contemplating returning to classes
for work skills enhancem_ent or to continue their education.

SEMINAR LEADER:

~lr(!))@~ rmlr

r?a ~(M)
rm a®ml lr

Your seminar leader is Dave Matson whose diverse background includes industrial.
academic, and government service experience. Dave's unique combination of past
work environments allows him to provide you this learning experience from several
complementary points of view.
Sem.inar fee is only $ 34.~ (cash at the door) which includes a booklet of the material
presented. There will only be four presentations of this seminar given in the UCF area
in February.
LOCATION:
Holiday Inn UCF
WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
12125 High Tech Ave.

ON

Setting Your Future • Relationships of Visions, Goals,
Across from the u11 iversily
and Objectives • The Basic Elements • Components of
In the Quadrangle
Learning • Levels of Understanding ' What Level ..---~Pre-se-nl~ati-on-s1c-=-&-=2 - --.
Should You Be Al? • Systems Concept • How to Derive a
Wednesday
System From Scratch • Problem So[ving Techiques •
February 13th
Applicable to All Types of Situations, Both In and Out of The
1 :oo P.M. 10 4:00 P.M.
Classroom • Doing The Numbers !!< The Words •
7:00 P.M. fo 10:00 P.M.
Methodologies for fiandling Math Problems and Term
Presentations 3 & 4
Paper Writing • Study Techniques • How to Prepare for
Thursday
Classes and Exams
February J4th
1 :00 P.M. to 4 :00 P.M.
7:00 P.M. to 10:00 P.M.

MARCH 21. 1991
IN_

·THE WILD PIZZA

Registration begins 45 minutes prior to each presentation

Any student with work they would like to
submit should contact Dawn Elbrecht or
Mel.issa Markle at 823-2-633 by
FEBRUARY 15, 1-991., 5:00 P.m.
Student Film Nii!ht is the nieht for.uP
and comi·ng film makers to show.case
their work for their fellow students,
so do not be modest-and caU. All we
need is Your name, the title of Your
film, its leneth, and format.
STUDIO FUTON FRAME .

o~.~~:~;1~0~:'.~1::~!t ~]!I

~o ffer

c..

Zdud~~s
All P11or Sales

679-7772 ·, -__ __.. . .

' ... · ... •·•

1271 .Semoran Blvd., CassellJcrrv. FL
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'

•
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UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

•

CUIPUll AcnmlES BoARD
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·ORLANDO SPORTS CLUB .

.

2285 N. Econ Trail • Orlando, FL 32817
'Tony ~ndrews
(407) 281-6763
'Tracy 13radsftaw

•

General Manager

Coordinating Director
INDOOR I OUTDOOR VOLLEYBALL
INDOOR BASKETBALL

•

•
I

I•

'

•
•

•

\

'

I
•

.UPCOMING LEAGUES 1991

•

• ADULT INDOOR SOCCE~

THURSDAY MEN *PREMIER* February 7 thru April 11, 1991
MONDAY MEN * February 11 thru April 8, 1991
MONDAY WOMEN* February 11thruApril8, 1991
SATURDAY CO-ED * February 23 thru April 20, 1991
WEDNESDAY MEN B & BB* March 6 thru April 24, 1991
SUNDAY MEN B & BB* March 17 Lhru May 12, 1991

•

ADULT -I NDOOR BASKETBALL

•

TUESDAY MEN* February 19 thru April 23, 1991
WEDNESDAY MEN* March 27, thru May 29, 1991

Charles Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

STEP ONE ...

ADULT INDOOR VOLLEYBALL

•

Gary Mudgett, 21, computer science major, practices for a speech
he will give in class. He will teach the class to juggle.

MONDAY MEN* March 25 thru June 3, 1991
THURSDAY CO-ED* March 28 thnl May 30, 1991
THURDAY WOMEN * March 28 thru May 30, 1991

(.,.. (.,.. Look for the student discount card
11ext Tuesday in The Central Florida Future

ADULT INDOOR FLAG FOOTBALL
FRIDAY NIGIITS * 7 p.m. BE THERE!

•

OCF ·4th Annual <irczczk 51( "Run for Your Heart"

•

A

~

.,

--5wAF
Production

WHO: All UCF students, faculty/staff may enter the individual as well as team
categ~:>ries.

Attention Team Entries:
Sororities & Fraternities (10 member minimum)
•
Clubs and OpenTeams Category '<s member minimum)
WHAT: 3.1 mile Fun Run. Entrants may walk, jog, or run to the finish line!
1st, 2nd, 3rd place awards given to:
male & female individuals
male & female Faculty /Staff
Clubs and Open Teams
Fraternity & Sorority teams
•

I
I
I

Spirit Awards:
.
.
. .
.
Fraternity /Sorority w1th highest% parttopallon
Club or Open Team with highest# participation
WHERE: The race will begin and end inGreek Park.
WHEN: The race will start promptly at 9:00 AM, Saturday, February 16th
. _\IOW: Fill out the registration form and return it with your ~ntrance fee to:
UCF Wellness Center
University Central Florida
Orlando, FL 32816
COST: Before Februrary 16th - $7
Day of race, late registration - $9
The first'200 entrants will receive T-shirts on race day.

-------------------------,
Registration Form
.

Last Name

First Name

Street Address

City

For additional information call the Wellness Center at 823-5841.
FREE DRAWINGS: From area restaurants & attractions
FREE FOOD & DRINKS

Team Entries (Circle One)
Fraternity Sorority
Club/Org. Open Category

Name of Organization or Team
In consideration of this ·e ntry, 1, the undersigned, intending to be legally
bound, hereby, for myself, my heirs, executors, and administrators, waive
all rights and claims I may have against UCF, The State of Florida, property .owners, sponsors, beneficiaries, and their representatives, successors,
and assigns for any and all injuries suffered by me in this event. I attest
and verify that I am physically fit and have trained sufficiently for the
competition of this event. I understand.that I am racing at my own risk.
Signature (must be signed by parent if under 18)

"An Italian-American Bistro"

.

3590 U.S. Hwy. 17-92
Lake Mary, FL 32746 .
(407) 324 -0110

Date

Make checks payable to SWAT

·

L------------~-----------ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR FOR
PEOPLE WHO CARE

12269 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
(407) 282-0505 .

Zip

State

SS#
(Cirde One)
Student
Faculty /Staff

Daytime Phone#

of

•

.

LAKE FREORICA SQUARE
3938 S. SEMORAN BLVD.
ORLANDO. FL 32822

(407l ssa-1419

.
1

I
I
I
I
I
I

_J

CORNER OF UNIVERSITY & 436
233 UNIVERSITY PARK OR.
WINTER PARK, FL 32792

(4on sH-1s1e

11
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"Oh, Great guru, I have traveled thousands of miles
to learn the secret of the university. You knowexams; reports, deadlines, demanding professors.
How am i going to do it?"

~

I·

•
I

How're yoh gOingto do it? ·. ·
·
If you're searching fo1answers to college demands, consider the IBM Personal System/2 Model

•

55SX. With It's mousre, color graphics and preloaded software, it's easy to learn .and fun to use. The
PS/2 Model 55SX offers enough power and memory to handle almost anything the university can

•

throw at y?u. B~itz thfuogh last-minute term paper revisions and .
add graphics to unpr~ss your professors. You can also work on
several projects at once. The special student price and loans
available through IB~ and the UCF Credit Union make the PS/2
Model 55SX a wise and affordable decision.

p s/2 .•t '

•

}

.
. ·

· •

•

•
•
•

·l

Sales Office Hours:
~onday and Tues~ay
9:00 - 7:00
Wednsday thru Fnday
9:00 - 4:00

\

UCF C_omputer Store ·

•
•
•

~ ~------------------------------------------------..........--------=---=---=---=------------~

•

•

•
•

•
•
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Sale Starts February
On the Green Next
to the Kiosk!

7th

9

Sale Ends March 1st!

Tlte ~t= Compvte1 $tore ·
)

Tel!t &/ell/

.

·Standard Features:
0 Teac l.44Meg. (3.5") Floppy Drive
0 Teac 1.2Meg. (5.25 1') Floppy Drive
0 Fujitsu 101 Key Keyboard
. 0 1 Parallel, 2 Serial and 1 Game Port
O Clock/Calendar
0 Enhanced VGA-Tri-Sync. Monitor
14" (1024X768) ResQ_lution
.28mm Dot Pitch
0 Micro-Labs VGA Solutions Card
.512K Video RAM
. . 16 bit Data'Bus
0 Microsoft DOS 4.01

0386sx-20
20-Mhz Clock Speed, 2 Meg ..Ram and 43 Meg. Hard Drive
Was $ 2,000.00 NOW o ·NLY $-1,82100

0386-25
"I'"

25Mhz Clock Speed with 64k Cache, 2 Meg. Ram_
and 125 Meg. Hard Drive
Was$ 2,771.00 NOW ONLY $ 2,5~0.00
COME IN AND SEE OUR WHOLE LINE OF CREATIVE COMPUTERS
ALL ON SALE FOR A LIMITED TIME!!

We Also Accept Cashier's Checks made payable to U.C.F.

•

• •

--

.

O plll1Qfi11ltmllll1tl\t~WllEaifl&ii•lll1atlC41S~J1
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Proposed budget
bodes not well for
American public
President Bush proposed a new budget. Several
disturbing trends can be duly noted. There were
several increasesthat were not in surprising.
B Science will gain 7 percent, raising it to $68
billion. $41 billion of this will go to military projects.
The National Science Foundation will get 13 percent
more, also, for its research on a superconducting
supe,.collider.
•Another 10 percent, increasing to $14.9 billion,
will go to energy research. This includes a 30 percent
. · increase for cleaning up the government's 17 nuclear
weapons plants. Also, about one third of the budget
was suggested for energy conservation and developing
energy alternatives.
• Education, amazingly, is getting 10 percent
more, to bring the total up to $27.9 billion. A large
amount of the money will go into the creation of new
programs, such as allowing parents to pick the schools
for their children.
• Defense is decreasing. by 1.2 percent. This
excludes the cost of the war in the Middle East. One
- thing Bush suggests is cutting the Navy's Trident ·
submarine.
• Tax breaks through industry research credits
and low-income housing credits have been suggested.
Capital gains taxes on investment profits would drop
to 19.6 percent.
• The drug war will be helped along with a 10percent increase to $11 .7 billion. Drug enforcement
administtators would recefve more, it would increase
8 percent to $690 million.
• $21 billion in federal programs would go to state
control, induding -grants for food stamps, library
subsidies, sewage plants and public housing. In five
years, the states would begin payingfor the programs.
OK, so there are some increases and decreases.
But only through the war has the focus on energy
alternatives come about, and the states might take
over the grants in five years.
·
Another point is that the defense budget would
decrease, but not including·the current crisis. What
would be considered involved in the Middle East?
If the states begin to finance their own programs,
then we will be paying more in state taxes - no ifs,
ands or buts about it.
This budget proposal is based on the projection
that the recession will be .over by the end of the
sum.mer. lfhigher growth rates andmore employment
don't happen, this budget will leave the states and
the public in the cold.
Perhaps the greatest threat is the increasing
national deficit. The projection of $281 billion, for
1992, is considered optimistic. The White House has
conceded that it may be even 11 times as much.
The national government needs to re-evaluate the
deficit, the reality of how long the recession will last
and how long we will be in Middle East. The people
are going to pay.
But let's start doing it a little at a time instead of
"at a later date," when it has gotten too big to even
comprehend.
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• TRY FOR RESPECT
• JERK CHROMOSOMES
Editor:
Editor:
In regards to Josiah Baker's Feb.
This is in response to Nick
5 editorial "Saddam Hussein, brave Conte's Jan. 29 article, "Falling in
prophet on a journey," I would like Love in the '90s."
to say that I respect your opinion,
It states, "Every guy has a few
but let us not call each other names. jerk chromosomes soaring through
When referring to Saddam his body, but most neveruse them."
Hussein as a prophet, Baker tends
Speaking on behalf of the single
to forget that he is making a woman population, I would like to
reference to religion. Ifl was to call ·say-wrong. All men from the most
George Bush, "Jesus," then a large pathetic nerd to the most muscle
amount ofthe Christian community bound Neanderthal will display
would be offended.
several signs of jerkdom.
If you are determined to show
Fathi Jaber these signs then you should expect
computer science a short relationship.
•INTRAMURALS IGNORED
To all those nice guys who claim
Editor:
that they never showtheirjerkdom:
While I applaud The Central when was the last time you said
Florida Future's efforts to include you couldn't find a phone
intramural sports coverage, I feel anywhere? .If you nice guys really
that it is necessary to point out one exist, and you are sitting at home
obvious flaw in this coverage.
wondering why all the jerks have
Specifically, I refer to the blatant the girls, then I have nothing else
omission of results froni the to say, except, Why?
women's league as well ·as as the
Every single girl I know would
men's B-League.
like nothing better then to find a
· I was pleased that you reported nice guy. Perhaps you are in the
that Lambda Chi Alpha, the men's wrong place, at the wrong time, or
flag football A-League champions perhaps you were a jerk once and
(for three years) that made it to the lost someone you cared for.
semi-finals in the National
To keep from being completely
Collegiate
Flag
Football biased, I also think that women
Championships held in New can be just as bad or even worse
then men.
·
Orleans.
However, I was greatly saddened
I have a boyfriend now and I
that your paper failed to ·even truly believe that the knowledge I
mention that the women's Flag learned from past relationships is
Football Champions, the Lambda what is going to hold this one
Chi Little Sisters, also attended . together.
.
the
above
mentioned
Yes, this guy was probably once
championship, and made it to the a jerk, but lucky for me, he has
gotten over it.
semi-finals!
I certainly hope that in the future
that the' intramural coverage will
Cindy Kellermeyer
be more complete, as the socc~r
finance
season has already started and the • BECOMING PRESIDENT
Editor:
Floor Hockey will do so soon.
Speaking for my team (the Little
Consider these ten steps to
Sisters of Lambda Chi Alpha), it Presidential Success:
would please us very much to be
1. Continue U.S. dependence on
recognized in our campus foreign sources of energy. There is
newspaper for once.
- nothing cheaper: a little kowtowing to filthy sheiks, a hundred
Barbara E. Holmes billion dollar military machine to
psychology protect them, a few thousand

sacrificial lambs and a buck a
gallon at the gas pump.
2. When the sheiks are
threatened,
bribe
other
governments to grant token
approval to your assault on the
threatener.
3. Convince the public that the
ensuing war is not about oil at a11,
but about the defense of helpless
innocents from a 1990s "Hitler."
4. Don't worry that anyone will
ask why you've financed this
"Hitler" for the past eight years;
no one's been reading the papers.
5. Deal with those who question
your methodology by accusing
them ofbetraying America's finest
you,ng men and women.
6. Ridicule the "Hitler's" claims
that Allah is on his side; proclaim
a national day of prayer for
Americans to petition Jehovah for
success.
7. Keep pounding home the
"Hitlervs. theinnocents"message.
Be careful not to mention, however,
your continued winking at other,
similar phenomena: China's
murdering her children, Soviet
slaughter in the Baltics, dictatorial
regimes
starving
whole
populations in Africa, etc. As long
as you don't remind your public,
the fools won'tbotheryouaboutit.
8. Censor the war news.
Withhold the pertinent while
allowing a deluge of insignifica.
The masses will confuse their
drowning in trivialities with being
informed.
9. Fight to .the finish. The
weeping in graveyards, the
groaning iQ V.A. hospitals, the
echoes of your campaign-trail lies
and your involvement in Iran/
Contra: all of this ugly noise will
be overwhelmed by the "hurrahs"
of the gullible public lauding you
as the world's savior .
10. Preserve th ese instructions
in a safe place. Save them for
whoever is in your shoes twenty
years from now.

c.

Webb Harris Jr.
English I creative writing
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It is not ni·c e to fo.o l with human. nature
As war drags on, tempers flare on the homefront. people trying to ban certain books and films. They are
The very essence of the nation comes before the trying to impose themselves upon our freedoms. Do
scrutiny of the public. What does the public scrutinize? they have this right? Is this not morally apprehensible?
Better yet, ask yourself, why did I elect them?
Freedom. Freedom to do this, freedom to do that; our
Censorship is issue that would seem impossible
country is founded upon our freedoms. ·Freedom,
to climb, but it really isn't. What censorship comes
however, has its price.
First of all, there is no realistic thing as true down to is a spiritual conflict for many of our
democracy or freedom to do whatever we want. We · lawmakers as well as the public. You see, when the all are religions, and therefore, it doesn't matter
are bound in some way:.bound by our laws, bound by makers of the Constitution decided to divide church whether you believe in God, Zeus or the almighty
dollar, these are all religions.
addictiOn, bound by the law of death and taxes ... and and state, they forgot that you cannot.
most of us willingly.
.
Do these "religious" people have philosophies on
t?
Whyno.
.
In the realm of political freedom, however, we - Because people run the government. People are life? Yes. Can there, in such a society, be any feasible
assert that we give up certain freedoms (i.e., the elected by people and people also have a certain separation of church and state? No. So, why do people
attempt to separate what is inherentin man's nature,
freedom to murder), in return for protection from mindset called religion.
.
Religion is not Christianity. Many of the ill- when ·m an is only a result of societal upbringing?
others exercising such freedoms (i.e., we won't be
murdered).
informed are quick to jump to their guns saying,
The point is, that our mode of thought in the area
It is, all in all, a very fine system.
"Those darn religious people are trying to strip me of of religion has become greatly erred.
It would seem that we are guilty of being religious,
There is a great conflict over this, as people begin my freedoms."
Religion, as defined by Webster's New World and, for those of you who would rebel against any
to bicker and argue about what's right for me and
what's wrong for me, they s.ometimes forget about the Dictionary is "a specific system of belief or worship, form of religion, it is a burden you must bear for the
·
etc. built around God. !tis a code ofethics, a philosophy rest of your life.
others.
Religion goes hand in hand with conscious thought.
People alter laws, or the enforcement of them, oflife, etc."
Therefore, atheism is a religion. Agnosticism is a
To separate man from his nature is unrealistic to
until it would appear that many of the ''lawbreakers"
religion. What has been termed "the New Age" is a ask.
People should accept man's nature and not
fall in between the many cracks in our laws.
One such example is censorship. Her e we have religion. All ofthese are philosophies of life, therefore fight it.
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Amnesty International Meetings
Human Rights in the Mideast
3:30 Wednesdays on the green

facili ties. Positions for heads and assistants in
tennis, baseball, basketball, soccer, lacross,
street hockey, archery, rifflrey, swimming
(WSI), sailing SCUBA. canoei ng, waterskiing ,
fine arts, ceramics, crafts, journalism, photogra phy, backpacki ng, rockcliming, nature
study, dramatics, music, radio and electronics, weight training, secretarial. Top salaries,
room & board, travel allowance. INTERVIEW
WITH TAKAJO'S DIRECTOR WEDNESDAY, FEB. 13TH,9am to 4pm in LOBBY of
UCF GYM. Walk-ins welcome. Call campus rep. at 407-823-4353 for further info.

headboard, and mirror, Phone 273-9391

Phi Delta Theta
To the lovely ladies of Kappa Kappa Delta, we
are psyched for Mardis Gras! Bro's, get your
dues too Koontzes. Car wash Sat. Feb. 10.
Phi Delta knows Greek Week! PONG!!!
MIF ·2bd/2ba Altamonte Springs. $250 + 1/2
util. 380-5967, 295-0992

FIJI
THE FIJI'S ARE COMING! FEB 1-12
Join UCF's newest fraternity
Call the Phi Gamma Delta hotline at
896-7953

Need female roommate(s) to rent Lg. room in
Chancellors Row Townhouse. $300 own
room/$200 share room ' Pool, tennis,.W/O,
Call Kara 380-7531

IT'S COMING!!
·THE GREEK GIFT EXPO
At the Holiday Inn-University
·Feb. 12 1Oam-Spm
Large Selection of Greek
Sportswear*Gifts*Jewlery

Nonsomker NO pets to share 3 bedroom 21/
2 bath house near UCF/Martin Washer/dryer
$250 + 1/3 38, -9495

Zeta Tau Alpha
Congrats to our newest sister Jody! Lambda
Chi-Zeta Totter 1991 is in full swing I We are getting psyched Sig Ep for Queen of Hearts!
Wonder who will be the chosen few to grace
the scandal sheet?
Delta Sigma Pi
,
OK Folks not much to say except for Putt Putt
on this Sunday. So, don't be square, mal<e it
there. Just call Jen if ya want to know where.
Kappa Sigma
Conclave this weekend! See you all at HPB at
8:30. Pi Phis, get ready for the party of your
lives Saturday night! Let's show everybody
why being the first means being the best!
Alpha Kappa Psi
All committee chairs please get with Miss
Collins. Hey, Pres. The Spuds team destroyed you! Great picnic everyone, ask
Pledge Dave if volleyball is on for today! Blue
says it ALL!
Lambda Chi Alpha
You just can 't beat Teetering & Tottering w1tb
a Zeta. Lets finish up the week with a bang.
Guys-remember to meet at the ZTA house at
7 for the .scavenger hunt &Friday for the most
outrageous party of the year: The red light
district! Thanks again to all our ZTA Buddies.
Vito-way to be the ball. Lock-in is Sat. nite.
Meet at the OBT Ryans at 9pm-Here's an
idea-Let's pay this time. Special H.ello to
Woody M. C-ya tonight.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Congrats team 1 in soccer on your win over
D<. Next game is today at 5:00. LIL SIS
APPRECIATION WEEK IS NEXT WEEK.
Show our lovely ladies how much we ca(e
about them. Pledges-work on sigs and show
yourl:AE pride.

Nonsmoker for New 212 condo 1 mile to UCF
$260 + 1/2 util 366-3704

UCF l'taditional Martial Arts Club- Starting
-beginners classes now!!I Learn practical selfdefense. Open to all styles & exp levels.
Classes are: M 4-6 SOL (by the cafe &
mailboxes), W 4-6 SC211 . Call 249-3920,
679-0391, or 282-4642 for more info.

'82 Chrysler 5th Ave looks and runs good
$2300 BIO 282-3862 after 6pm
'86 Dodge 8aytona, 41 K, gray 5spd AC tilt
grille new tires, immaculate in and out $3800,
679-0798
PONTIAC EXCITEMENT
1985 Fiero GT, Black, all the toys, V6, sunroof, $3975 Bob 823-8313

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY!
ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL FOR INFORMATION
.
504-641-8003 EXT.2568
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Hiring men-women.
Summer/year round. Photographers, tour
guides, recreation personnel. Excellent pay
-plus FREE travel. Caribbean, Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW! Call
refundable. 1-206-736-0775, Ext. c262

Quit typing - Call Stress Alleviators Profess i O'nal ly typed & edited.
Written
projects(terms, resumes, etc) Call Barbara at
(407) 351-0065.
Rea:;onable and fast typing se rvice.
Nancy at 679-4006, Rush jobs
NEED A TYPIST?
Call 295-04671629-6959
Complete typing!W P Services Fast AES
2431Aloma#226671-4414

Lost sunglasses: prescription Wayfarers in
CEBA 11, REWARD, Call John 365-3420

- *Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for 1m!J1ediate occu-

'82 Datsun 310 GX looks bad but runs greatl
Good transpo, $32!? 823-8592

pancy. Call OMV Properties inc. 657-1967

"COMIC BOOKS
Bought and Sold
Call Troy 365-3789 evenings

Duplex for rent-2 bed 2 bath with washer/
dryer, microwave and other full amenities.
$525/month . Call Fred at 682-7811 or 6231075
Townhouse Fox Hunt 2 bedroom 2 bath four
can live here. Washer & dryer in each apt.
Available now! To see call Martin Goodman
422-1111
Townhse for rent 3bd 1 1/2 bth NO pets 1 mile
from UCF $595 mnth Available Feb. 23 Call
Sheila 380-6283 btw 8:00am & 3:00pm

Home Typist, PC users needed.
$35,000 potential. Details.
(1) 805-687-6000 Ext. B-4628
RPS needed PIT package handlers from 26AM $7 per hour Call 297-3715

For Sale by Owner-1/2 Duplex 2Bdrm/2Bath
All appliances, UCF area. Appt only 2824487 or 269-0391 ($59,500)
Nikon 180 mm F2.8 Auto fOC\JS lens $550.00,
Nikon 85mm F1 .8 Auto focus lens $295.00.
Call Mike 823~2601 Both still under warranty

ENTRY-LEVEL PROFESSIONALS - No time
to find a JOb? Hundreds of Jobs for students &
grads, by phone, 24 hrs. per day in 407 area.
New & unique directory of job hotlines. No 900
#'s! Use your phone ANYTIME for JOB
SUCCESS I Rush $10 chk/mo to CAREERS
FLORIDA PO Box 950398, Lake Mary, FL
32795 ph:407-323-2700
Part-time help wanted-set your own hours-work out of your own home-a unique opportunity for teachers and students-CAii 407262-2023

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that always uses full cut
diamonds or cubic zirconias in their fashion
rings. Jostens! There 1s a difference; look for
it! It's Acader:iic in the University Shoppes.

EVERY FRIDAY IS JOSTENS RING DAV AT
IT'S ACADEMIC

"One Heart-One Love-ONE.BIG PARTY"
Spring Break Jamaica ReggaeJam
(800) "U" REGGAE ...(800) 873-4423

YOUR UCF COLLEGE RING
From the company that offers easy time payment plans. Jostens! There is a difference;
look for it! It's academic in the University
Shoppes

Shamrock Beverage is your party headquarters. Stop by and check out our Valentines
Day specials. Located next to the U.C.F.
Credit Union in the UC6 shops. Party hard but
safe.

Looking for that unusual gift for valentines
day? Come to or send in your photo to
Innovative Concepts Unlimited and have it put
on a heart shaped ruffle pillow to give to your
sweetheart. 407-846-0114, 3501 W. Vine St.
Suite 314, Kissimmee FL 34741

CAREER ORIENTATION
Explore the six-figure earning potential in
marketing + promotions phone 275-8532
RSVP

I LOVE YOU MARK MIERZEJEWSKI,
DEBRA
An openness towards life is a reason foryour
many suitors. Frab

Free male dog 5 mon 382-3262

Real Estate Assistant PIT, flexible hours
computer skills necessary(word processing,
data entry, files & spread sheets) Property
research, general clerical, secretarial Call
Jerry Hart, Hart Reality 679-8533

BICYCLE-Men's 10-spd, bike rack & Ulock, all for $1 25/best offer. Cal I V1nce@2923360 Of 295-9055 '

Baby Sitter wanted $4.50 per hour 3 children 8
to 12 hrs per wk non smoker Call Cindy 2925851

Water bed, almost new, softsided, pd.$750,
will sell for $350 or best offer. Six drawers ,

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys, Naples, Maine.
Picturesque lake front locations, exceptional;

Escort radar detector with carrying case and
two cords $100 823-4304

Babysitter available-certified
Call 380-9036 Ask for Mariann
Resumes, Term Papers-Best Rates in town .
Excellent. Local. 679-6679

Tim Webber Catering is NOW HIRING!
Learn how to BARTEND
and make GREAT extra$$$!!
Call 645-2754
Don't miss this GREAT opportunity!
Thule surf racks barely used. List price new is
$140. Asking $100. Also 6'6" Playalinda
surfboard list price $280 No dings, asking
$200 OBO. Call Marco 682-9363 .

SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9AM ALSO WEEKEND

WP.EDITING: $1.25 & UP. 366-0538
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, Word
Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

Dear Bill +Ted, If you haven't heard. Barbie's
been kidnapped. If you want to help her, go to
the SAC tonight @ 9pm for Jumping Jack
Flash. Watch out for Mutty! -Bunnie
Ruggers! Congrads on your victory against
Brevard Sat. Lefs see another one this Sat
2:00 and show them who's the best! We love
you! Rugger Huggers
Valentine's Day is coming I Place a personal
ad for that special l!Omeone to let them know
how you ·feel. Deadflne for Valentine's issue
Feb. 11, 4:00pm.

.---·~~_;_~~~~~~~---~------------------~~~~~~~~~-------:--~-=-~~--::-~--~---~~~~~~---~~--------~--~--~~~,
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MINI CLASSIFIED FORM
Co~t

$0. 75 per line: UCF Students, staff & faculty
$1.50 per line: Non-students & businesses
Boldface and underline extra (double line rate)
PREPAYMENT ONLY - No Refunds

per issue:
Number of issues:
TOTAL COST:

$_----:--_

Insertion Dates:
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0 FOR SALE
SERVICES
D GREEK CORNER
D TUTORS
D AUTOS
D TYPISTS
D CLUB INFO
D OTHER
0 ROOMMATES'
D HELP Wi\NTED
D LOST & FOUND
D LONELY • 's
D FOR RENT
D WANTED
0 CARPOO~
D PERSONALS
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY. One letter or punctuation mark per space,
leaving one space between each word.
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Call

'86 Honda Civic DX 3Dr AC am/fm cassette.
Exel cond Enkie wheels. Metallic blue 71 K mi
$3995 obo ph. 290-6402

Leading edge M-D Intel. 8088 PC-XT 512K
Ram _Hercules Graphics Monochrome 3.10
DOS Segate 32 Meg 8Mz. Also software,
123, WP51, Quatro, etc .. Asking $850 or BO.
Call 249-4091 anytime

A.A. meeting every Wed. 12-1pm Bio. bldg.
room 140

'88 Honda Prelude auto silver sunroof only
17,000 miles Vicki 381-9068 $9,500 firm

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15yr. legal
sect. .$1 .00/pg. 366-4045
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*Any text going over the allocated five lines will not be printed.
If you want more than five lines in one ad, then use two or mo_re forms.
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BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16

right now about the hitting."
After missing opportunities
earlier, South Florida scored
three runs in the sixth inning to
break a tie and knock Barks
from the game.
Barks hadjustescaped afifthinning jam.
In the fifth, he gave up a
leadoff sirigle to Kevin McCray.
Barks then forced Brett'IGng to
hitintoadoubleplaybutwalked
the next two batters.
An · error on first baseman
Kiki Antonini on a pickoff
atterr..pt put runners on second
and third. However, Barks
struck out Mark Hubbard to
end the inning.
Barks could not escape the
sixth.
The first two batter.s reached
ba~e on a single and an infield
error. Withoneout,JeffJanwi.ry
slapped a single to left field
driving in the winning run.
McCray then flied out for the
second out.
But after two consecutive
hits, a single and double, Kevin
Tippett relieved Barks to end
the inning.
"He pitched himself out of
many jams earlier," Bergman
said. "He threw one bad pitch. If
not for that, he could've gotten
out of the inning."
.
Although Bulls starting
pitcher Mark Reed gave up just
the one hit, he walked five
'batters. With the limited
number of base runners, UCF
scored two runs.
In the second inning, Eric
Martinez led offwith a walk. He
advanced to third on two infield

outs and scored on Mike
Josephina's infield hit to tie the
game atone.
The Knights tied the game
again in the third, this time
without a hit. Chip Hummel
and Brett Barker reached base
with walks and advanced to
second and third on a sacrifice.
Hummel scored on a passed ball.
In the game, UCF hit just
three balls out of the infield two deep fly outs by Martinez. .
Reed picked up the victory for
the Bulls. He pitched five iflnings
as he was on an 80-pitch limit.
'To tell the truth, I think we
made him look better than he
was," Martinez said. "He's just
an average college pitcher.
''I think the game proved that
we have to play hard all the time."
The Knights will have a
chance to get back on track this
weekend in the Olive Garden
Classic.
Georgia Southern, UCLA and
Florida will al so be in the
tournament.
"I thillk the team [UCFJ will
surprise people in the
tournament," Martinez·said. "It
can only help us to· play good
teams and it will be good to see
where we are at this point."

Please stop by the Student.Center main desk
for an application and audition information.
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Watch the UCF Women's Basketball
Team·play the University ol Alabama
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Feb. 11th at 7:30 pm in the
UCF Gym. Free lo Students
with l.D. !

GO LADY KNIGHTS !!!
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Monday's results
UCF 83, Rollins 63
Rollins (63): DeVenne 0-2 0-0 0, Rotz 2-6 0-0 5,
Wott 1-6 0-0 3, Steele 2-3 0-0 6, Martin 3-6 5-6 13,
Fabian 4-9 2-3 11, North 2-5 0-0 6, Phipps 0-3 0-0 o,
Thruston 3· 1O4-5 11, Hall 0-5 0-0 0, Hathaway 2-3

ROLLINS .
FROM PAGE 16
game, but I didn't know when it
would come," Haynes said.
The Knights hit40.9 percent
on 9-of-22 from 3-point land as a
team. The Tars, known for their
outside shooting, connected on
just
10 of 33 3-pointers.
Char1ea Morrow/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The Knights came in playing
HERE IT COMES
a man-to-man defense that shut
• UCF men's tennis player Jim Gilbert shows the form needed to make a return. The UCF me11's tennis down the outside shooting ofthe
team plays Rollins 2 p.m. Friday at UCF.
smaller Tars.
The Tars tl},ree point prowess
had proved to be deadly in the
•
first game between the crosstown rivals when they connected
on143-pointersenroute.toa 7870 victory.
•
Rollins' Coach Tom Klusman
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!conceded that UCF shot well,
but downplayed his team's loss
_
1 0% DISCOUNT with valid UCF ID
that ·e nded a 14-game winning
FREE UNIFORM NO REGISTRATION FEE
streak:- Rollins dropped to 16-5
(WITH ENROLLMENT IN ANY REGULAR PRICE PROGRAM)
overall.
•
''This was a big game to UCF
DAY - EVENING- WEEKEND CLASSES
'fA~tl
but it-wasn't a big game for us,"
------------------------------GRANDMASTER JOO-YUL OH
Klusman said. 'We're in first
7550 UNIVERSITY BLVD. TAKE PRIVATE LESSONS:
BTH DEGREE BLACK BELT
place in our conference
*EARN BLACK BELT MORE
MASTER'S DEGREE IN
•
[Sunshine-NCAA Division II]
(UNIVERSITY &
QUICKLY
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
and we're trying to concentrate
GOLDENROD)
'TRAIN FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS
rn!~N~~A:~~:i6~:~E~g~LD
on winning that."
UCF Coach Joe Dean was
•l!;;;;;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii6~5~7--~54~2~2iiiiiiiiii.._iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~(N•A•T~IO~NA•L~,W-O~R~L~D~,O~L-YM•P•lC~)iiiiiiiiii~::::::i::::::ic~H~AM:P=IO:NS:l:::~ii!.I
pleased with t:p.e Knights'
performance.
"I'm proud of our players," he
.-said. 'They played a tough game
for all of the fans that love UCF

~

Start a new fraternity chapter!
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You know them when
you see them.
Leaders.
Scholars .
ut:nt1emen.
Persistence is their
watchword.
Excellence their only
standard. .
Men of substance.
· Character.
Pride.
Leadership .
Involved.
Committed.
Goal-oriented .
Jack Nicklaus.
Johnny Carson.
John Ritter.
Admiral William Crowe.
Norman Vincent Peale.
McLean Stephenson.
Jerry Pate.
Payne Stewart.
Peter O'Malley
Bobby Rahal.
YOU!

•
•

Greeks .
Brothers in Phi Gamma Delta.
Fijis.
They are!

EXTRA INNING5-_.
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American South championship,
what is meaningful about us
playing Rollins? All it does is
set us up for a downfall. Why
should we put ourselves in that
position? It makes no sense
whatsoever. It is not in the best
interest of the program. And I
was hired to make decisions
that are in the best interest of
the program."
Dean said he believes inost
people understand that. His
vision is for UCF fans to show

0-0 4, Forbes 2-5 0-1 4. Totals 21-63 11-1 5 63.
UCF (83): Phillips 4-9 1-1 10·, Rubin 0-0 2-2 2,
Boles 0-21 -2 1, Hinson 6-7 5-6 17, Haynes 7-1 1 24 22, Hammerburg 0-0 0-0 0, Breunig 1-1 2-2 4,
Tormohlen5-12 5-617, Roberson0-01-21 , Denmon
0-0 0-2 0, Leeks 3-63-4 11. Totals 26-48 22-31 83.
Halftime: UCF 30, Rollins ·25. 3-point goals Rollins 10-33 (Rotz 1-3, Watt 1-5, Steele 2-2, Martin
2-3, Fabian 1-5, North 2-4, Phipps 0-2, Thurston 1-5,
HalL0-3, Forbes 0-1), UCF 9-22 (Phillips 1-4, Haynes
6·9, Tormohlen 2-9). Fouled out-None. Rebounds
-Rollins 28 (Fabian4), UCF 41(Leeks11). Assists
- Rollins 15 (Rotz 5), UC F 19 (Phillips 6). Total fouls
• -Rollins 24, UCF 17. T!3Chnlcal fouls-UCF bench,
crowd (debris on floor).

basketball."
~
After jumping to a 30-25 lead
in the first half, the Knights
pulled away at the start of the
second half and led 47-29 at
12:19 after Haynes' fifth 3pointer. Derek Thurston and
Scott Martin each scored three
points to lead a six-point spurt
by Rollins.
Thurston hit a 3-pointer and
Scott Martin made 3-of-4 free
throws after two technicals on
the UCF bench and one on the
crowdforthrowingseatcushions
on the floor.
UCF then pulled away for
good as they hit 3-pointers and
nailed free throws down the
stretch.
''There were two important
factors that helped us win this .
game," Dean said. 'We hadgreat
defensive intensity and the
crowd gave us a big lift."
Tom Tormohlen chipped in
1 7 points after gettingthe call to
start .the game. He sank 2-of-9
3-pointers and 5-of-6 from the
line. Denny Hinson came offthe
ben~h to add 1 7 points on 6-of-7
shooting.
Sinua Phillips played a solid
game as he contributed 10
points, six assists and six
rebounds.
Ken Leeks had orie ofhis low
scoring nights with nine points,
but grabbed a 11 rebounds and
blocked-three shots.
the. _same electricity and
excitement against American
South Conference foes that they
showed Tuesday night (minus
the flying seat cushions).
He said his goal is to lift up
the glory days ofUCFbasketball.
, Games with Rollins were once
important in contributing to
UCFs glory days. No more.
Now is the timeto look ahead.
Remember the old days, but
don'tdwellon that. UCFhas the
potential of becoming a
competitive big-time Division I
school. For that to happen, the
small-school,
small-town
. mentality must end.
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PRESCHOOL
10006 PORfALE AVE.
(407) 277-2153
GRAND OPENING
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE
$25 OFF REGISTRATION
NEW ENROLLEES ONLY
*AGE 2-12 YEARS
EXPIRES FEB. 28, 1991
*TRAINED & EXPERIENCED STAFF
-WARM AND CA.RING ENVIORNMENT
*TRANS;l'ORTATION TO /FROM AREA SCHOOLS
*FULL TIME $48/WEEK
•PART TIME AND AFTER SCHOOL RATES AVAILABLE
*HOURLY AND DROP IN RATES
1»:9~
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How about you?
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The Fijis are pledging winners. Be a Founding Father of UCF's newest fraternity!
Call the Fiji Hotline (896-7953). Stop by our display table on the Green. Attend one
of our rush functions. Call the Student Activities Office (823-2824) .
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EXCHANGE

All Sizes & Styles Available HRS. lLam-llpm

649-6484
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shed no tear
for ending
Rollins rivalry

UCF tars
Rollins in
2nd half
by Glenn carrasquillo

•
•

•
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. CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF-Rollins rivalry was fun but
it's over, finished, done. The book should
be put .a way and dusted for only
·occassional remembrances. ,
It was once a great rivalry, but it no
longer fits in the schemes ofeither school.
UCF dominated most of the series,
especially when the schools were
Sunshine Conference rivals and the game
had more importance.
· UCF won 20 of the first 29 meetings
between the two teams. Rollins only had
success in recent years as the UCF
basketball program suffered under the
weightoftheAthleticsdepartment'sdebt.
Therefore, UCFs 83-63 victory over
the Tars served as a proper culmination
of the series.
Don'twaxsentimentallyifUCFnever Mike Boles shows the aggresiveness UCF displayed against Rollins as he grabs a
plays Ro~lins again.The teams' coaches rebound. The Running Knights outrebounded Rollins, 41-28.
don't.
"UCF has nothing to gain and
everything to lose," Rollins Coach Tom
Klusman said. ''UCFis Division I, we're
Division II. We're going in different
directions.
by Jamie Johnson
"When people start to push my
''Maybe it's time to move on. UCF is in CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
teammates, I'm going to push back,"
a new confe~ence, we're trying to win our
startingforward TommyTormohlen said.
conferenceforthefirsttime. Idon'tknow,
Intensity, with a fierce new-found
After the half, the Running Knigh~s
enthusiasm, made its return to the UCF. went on a 17-4 tear that was topped off
I'm not the guy to ask."
Maybe not, but Klusman was a big gymnasiumin UCFsvictoryover Rollins. with two consecutive 3-pointers by UCFs
UCF Coach Joe Dean had scolded his senior guard·Anthony Haynes.
. part ofthe rivalry as a player when it was
at its peak and then later as a coach. H~ team after the Knights' 86-80 victory
Rollins guard Ralph Fabian fired back
has seen many ofthe'great _moments in over FIU_last week for UCF's lack of with a 3-pointer.
the series. And there were many.
intensity.
After a foul on Ken Leeks and a
Yet from the opening tip-off against
For example, ihe most exciting sl~
dunk in the UCF'gymnasium came in a the Tars to Ross Breunig's game-ending ·
UCF-Rollins game long before Ken Leeks slam dunk, intensity probably was never
"I love it when the
thought about coming here.
lacking in.this contest.
'Crowd gets into the
On ·Jan. 31 · -19g·4 . UCF's Isaac
"Ithinkthefansreallyhelpedusout,"
McKinnon'smo~storou~slam.dunkwith~ · ·~<mior · ~rd- Anthony Haynes said. "I
game like this ... This
eight minutes left in the game shattered gu~ss it was because lt wci:s-nolKnB.
was Ilk~ Ci Ccor901:ow,,, ~
the backboard. The game, which UCF . 'We watched the films of w~en we
won, 96-65, was delayed 30 minutes.
played. them (a 78-70 loss] m the
game."
Klusman said that before the next Tangenne Tournament and watched all
- Sinua Phillips
game between the two schools, pieces of the talking they did on the court. I to~d
.the backboard were b~ing handed out.
them after they be~~ us . over there wed
UCF point guard
And there were other big or funny get them ov~r here.
.
.After Ro.1linscamebackfromane1ghtmoments in the rivalry.
Russ Salerno Sr., who played at UCF pomt deficit to take. a 21-20 .lead, a lo?se technical foul on the UCFbench, the fans
(then FrU) in 1969-70, remembered one b~l s~uffle turned ~nto a mm or shovmg became rowdier.
. funny moment:
·
skinrush be~ween the two teams.
Olive Garden seat cushions given
"At one game, three guys dressed like
The P~1 san UCF cr~wd (though a away at the' door and game .programs
Torchy [Clark] and mocked him. When small cont!ngent of Rolhns fans .were were hurled onto the court and across
he stood up, they stood up. When he sat there) erupted and cheered the te~ms the gym as both teams' players dodged
, down, they sat down."
on, but the ~ame was.br~ught back mto and darted to avoid being hit.
·
To say that the rivalry was big is an control during a media timeout.
· Order finally was ·restored as Dean
understatement. Kevin Reis, who
.
.
1

The UCF Running Knights crushed
the Rollins Tars, 83-63, to the delight of
the 2,127 rowdy fans Monday night in
the UCF gymnasium.
Th~ Knights (8-11) s·q uared accounts
·with the Tars after a loss Jan. 5 at
Rollins. They lead the f;!eries w1th Rollins
2l-14. Monday's game might be the last
game in the series fo:r a while.
''We paid them back tonight," senior
guard Anthony Haynes said. 'They kind
faces when they won
of rubbed it in
on their home court. That made this win
even more satisfying."
Haynes led all scorers in the game
with 22 points. He connected on 6-of-9
shots from 3-point range for a school
·
record.
"It was one of my goals to get six in a
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see ROLLINS page 15

UCF finds intensity against old foe

produces the UCF Sports Newsletter,
remembersstan.dinginlinefortwohours
for tickets to the UCF-Rollins game.
But it's over. Thomas Wolfe wrote,
"You can't go home again,''. no matter
how much a cliche it is, it fits UCF. The
time now is to look forward.
UCF Coach Joe Dean, while he
appreciates the history of UCF
basketball, sees no benefit to continue
playing Rollins.
"I was hired here to build a Division I
program, and building a D~vision I
program, no matter how painful it is to
UCFpeople, justdoesn'tincludeDivision
II games," Dean said. "Nowhere in this
country do quality Division I programs
play Division II games. They don't do it.
Nowhere do Division I schools play in
DiVision II tournaments. It's just not
done. They have nothing to gain.
"Rollins has the best team they ever
had right now. What does it do let's say,
if we're good enough to compete for the

1

•

grabbed the PA microphone and pleaded •
with the fans to calm down.
"Please, let'~ show some class here!
.
Show some class here!:'
A technical foul was assessed to the
UCFcrowd .
"I love it when the crowd gets into a .,
, game like this," point guard Sinua
Phillips said. "I've never been in a game
with a crowd like this. This was like a
Georgetown game. When the cushions ~.
started to fly, I was just trying to get out
of the way. It seemed like most of them
were coming my way."
·The fans were warned again by the (•
PA announcer and threatened with
technical fouls as the game entered its
fihnd~ lb·mimites~- hgt. the outcome clearly ~ ·
a een decmea. ·
. .
With1:56leftin the game, UCFpulled
its starters and played ·the clock out
while Rollins fans steadily filed out ofthe
gymna$ium.
After the game, Coach Dean said, "I
was proud of our team. They played with ~
all their hearts. Our defensive intensity
did it for us.
"A lot ofpeopJein the community say,
'You gotta beat Rollins,' which puts a lot
of added pressure on us. It's nice to have
a home-court advantage and we certainly
had that tonight." ·
'(i •

UCF ba seba'll ·not a h•t
I
aga1nst sOUth Fl o· r1•da
·
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by Roy Fuoco
_sP_O_R_T_S_E_D_IT_O_R_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

When UCF stumbled out of the gate
last year at3-7, fill anemic batting display
highlighted its performance. Poor hitting
-is something that does not come
unexpected to Coach Jay Ber~an early
in the season.
Despite 1 7 runs in two games against
Rollins, Bergman knows the team's bats
could quickly become quiet in early season
games. Quiet bats became the unpleasant
reality Tuesday afternoon.
The Knights were able to scrape out
just an infield - single against the
University of South Florida in a 5-2 loss
at the UCF Baseball Complex.
Bergman took the offensive display,
see EXTRA INNINGS page .15 or lack of it, in stride. ·

"We didn't do well at the plate, but
early in the seas~n that'$ typical," he
. said. ''Youhavetowiilgamesearlyin the
season with good pitching and good
fielding."
.
- TheKnightshadgoodfieldingagainst
the Bulls, but pitching was a little shaky.
Starting pitcher Elton Barks gave up
five runs and 12 hits in 5 2/3 innings. The
Bulls might have scored more runs were
it not for three timely double plays and a
runner thrown out at the plate.
"We got good pitching but only
registered five runs on 14 hits," South
Florida Coach Eddie Cardieri said. ''We
don't know about our hitting right now.
We know we have good starting pitching
and good fielding, but it's too early_ to tell
.see BASEBALL page 14
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Pinch hitter Jeff McAndrew did not fair
any better than the starters vs. USF.
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Personally
speaking, Jonas Mekas is pretty much a diety, a
legend of the '60s New
American Cinema (a term
he coined), a very hard-core
film person _·and a
spiritual leader.

ersonallyspeaking, JonasMekasis prettymuch
a deity, a legend of the '60s New American
Cinema .(a term he coined). a very hard-core
film person and a spiritual leader.
From what I have gathered, Mekas serves as the
artistic director and president of the Anthology Film
Archives. He also has written a newer book titled "I
Had Nowhere To Go," as well as essays in such books
as "Film: a Montage of Theories," Tue Rise of the
New American Cinema, as founding Film Culfure"
and "America's Independent Motion Picture Maga-

•

zine."

•

,,

Still, I never talked to him before I came acros.5 his
phone numberwhile searchingforfoundation grants.
Wild sparks flew through my head, as here was the
guywho prettymuch inspired me through confusing
times.
He taught me what film is and what it should be,
what is acceptable and what isn't, and what the heck
the indusby and film school have to do with film as a
creative medium and whether it really can be an
artistic medium or if it is, as Edgar Callenbach said,
GOndemned 1.o being a commercial business.
Still, after reading Jonas Mekas' "Rise of the New
American Cinema," I was inspired, in the religious
renewal sense. Mekas has an apparent disregard
for conventional film. It was like "Screw the Establishment, and go .o n your own. Do what you feel is
right."

· Arid the fact that he said films are like "poems,"
which makes eveiything seem so cuhured, makes
him like a saviour of the worrisome masses. The
fellow was a revolutionary who preached ftlm anarchy! At least I perceive him to be such.
Fortunately, I did call him. His secretary was
skeptical, asking me what I wanted with Jonas Mekas.
Well, the news is beingpresentedforyou the reader
to learn from. What I knew of him was from · his
book And that was published in the early '70s. So,
. time to call up this ftlm guru and see what's up, what
his views are now, 20 years later. .
The first question was one that really needed to
be addressed, one
that no one has asked of an institution that so many
desire to enter.
So, .J asked him, "How do you feel about film
schools?"
"I don't know of any great film makers that went to
:fihn school. Everybody learned by filming. Film schools
nice. You can go there, hang out, watch movies, play
around. But no great fihn-makers have ~ome out of
film school.
'You learn filmmaking by making films. That is
how everyone in the 60s learned film. Only after you
film, then you discover what you want to learn. Ifyou
s~e
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Allen fails to make connections with 'Alice'
be presented by the large cast
of supporting actors in small
Ke y.e
roles or bit parts.
Luke is intriguing and somewhat fascinating as Dr. Yang,
and Broadway star Bernadette
Peters packs a fine performance in less than three
minutes of screen tnue. Several moments of realism are
also presented by Robin Bartlett as Alice's friend Nina and
Blythe Danner as Alice's sisby Debbie Ofsowitz
ter Dorothy.
It is rather unfortunate
that
a
film
with such potentis possible that a ftlm c~t
tial
should
lack the consiswith several stars turning
tency
in
both
emotional
in high-quality perforstrength and character develmances can lack the power
opment. The moments of real
needed to capture movie aulaughter, whether internal or
diences. Woedy Allen's new
Orion Pictures
external,
are very few and far
surreal comedy "Alice" is an Joe Mantegna and Mia Farrow as seen in Woody Allen's new film, "Alice."
between.
example of that type of irony.
Filmgoers probably will be disapThe start of "Alice" seems to be a example of writing and dir~ction with that viewers must be re-introduced to
plausibly realistic story of a rich, mor-:- his whimsical and somewhat fantas- the situatiqns surrounding Alice. . pointed in this latest project from the
William Hurt is almost missed as man who brought "Hannah and Her
alistic, married woman who finds tic story, but' many major scenes lack
herself confused and tempted by an the emotional connections to one an- Doug, Alice's husband. His perfor- Sisters" and "Crimes and Misde_other that is needed to carry the audi- mance is so low-key that one can al- meanors" to the screen.
extramarital affair.
Although "Alice" has all the qualiThe opening scenes are busily dot- ence through the film.
most forget he is in the film until he
ties of a Woody Allen film, its low-key
ted with people and situations set up
One thing that "Ali~e" does not lack · re-appears on screen.
to project the opulent lifestyle of Alice is star power. However, the actual ~ Another disappointing perlormance story is unable to overcome the im(Mia Farrow) and the almost offensive strength of individual
can be attributed to balance of the actors' performances
way she spends her money.
perlormances is lim~
Joe Mantegna. As and the lack of continuity in the film's
Through the course of the film, and ited and varied.
Alice's adulterous presentation.
with the help of a mysterious, opium"Alice" marks the
love interest, one
smoking, oriental doctor, Alice learns 11th collaboration
would expect a certo take chances and to step away from between ·Mia Farrow
tain amount of exthe straight line. Eventually she finds and director Woody
citement surrounda way to obtain the happiness for Allen, and fans will be
ing his character
which she had so long searched.
proud to see that
Joe. However, ManFilmgoers who cannot easily iden- many of Farrow's
tegna's portrayal is
tify with modern-day fantasies, such scenes are successful
so bland and uninas "Joe Versus the Volcano," will find in obtaining an effecteresting that one
.it difficult to enjoy some of the film's tlve realism. U n wonders why Alice_
most charming scenes because of their fortunately, this is not constant was ever intrigued by him.
improbability.
through the entire film and at times
It seems surprising that some of
Woody Allen has presented a fine the connection is lost so completely the best moments on screen should

I

'Book of Love' shows a different
side to adolescence in the '50s
by Kuan-Lin Wang

le fawning over t)1e beautiful Lily (Jossie
Bisset), wishing she would choose him over

e all thought we v:ere different froin Angelo, the outsider-type with the greased
our parents, that they-were never hair and black leather jacket. He spends
as wild and crazy as we are now.
the other half of th~ movie somewhat
"Book of Love" shows us that we're scared of Angelo's sister, Geena, who is
wrong. "Book" is about a new divorcee who the female version of Angelo.
reminisces on his past when
C~lendar girls and
his high-school pal/lawyer
body-builder ads are
calls him to tell him an old
some of the inanimate
flame is back in town.
.t hings tbat come to life in
Michael McKean ("LaJack's eyes to give him
verne & Shirley") plays the
some pointers on how to
adult Jack Twiller, now a
win Lily.
When he tries to act
rich and successful author.
- Chris Young ("Max Headmacho or· knowledgeable
room," "The Great Outabout things macho men
doors") portrays the adolesknow about, Jack ends up
cent Jack, the new kid in
embarrassing himself
town.
considerably. He even
Keith Coogan ("AdvenBook of love
tries to imitate his idol,
tures in Babysitting,"
James Dean, with hilari"Cousins," "Under the
ous effects.
Boardwalk") plays Crutch,
Rated: PG-13
Jack's mother spends
the neighbor who befriends
Starring: Keith Coogan,
her free time enrolling
Jack on his first day in
Chris Young
Jack and Crutch into
town. Jack's new friends
Director: Robert Shaye
dancing lessons and givProducer: Rachel Talalay
ing him advice he doesn't
also illclu_de the self-satisfying Spider and the rich,
need. She spends the
brown-nosing Floyd.
Key: *Awful **Poor ***Fair
11lOvie trying to live his life
Throughout the movie,
****Good *****Excellent
for him.
Jack and his friends explore
"Book of Love" is the
the facets of bawdy sex, the highs and kind of movie to go see with your friends,
lows of inebriation and the aspects of true not with your boyfriend nr girlfriend. It's
love.
pretty funny, but I believe guys would get
The young Jack spends half of the mov- a better kick out this movie than girls. -

W
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didn't do anything great."
What about the 'OOs?
FROM PAGE 1
Mekas did say much about
c want to learn lenses, you study them. Ultimately. it is up to the
lenses. Or if you want to irrl- filnnnakers to start a change.
prove your lighting, you discov- He did mention that strong
o er lighting."
currents are coming out of
True. Back in the 60s, the Canada, but not so strong from
way to learn filrmnaking was America. Hmrnm.
a through apprenticeships or by
I thought ofhis last statement
practicing it. Being iq .New and how yo\.lilg the '90$ are.
York City, Mekas mentioned RealiStically, the big movement
that watching fihns, too, helped is the AIDS education films that
<1
educate those in the movement. are cool if you are into it, and
Exhibitions in the Museum of live in New York City.
Modern Art and in the AnIn Orlando, practicing :film
0
thology Fihn .Archives are cur- artists are coming more into my
rently going on
view and others are slow,ly beIn the 60s, there were a few coming involved in filmmaking.
more theaters to see what the NottoexcludeanyonedeseIVing
avant-garde was doing. .
'
credit, but two filmmakers more
Still finn in his standll:igs, experimental in vein have shown_
Mekas wrapped up the irrele- tremendous strength.
vancyofaformaleducation in
Hanging out with Scott
the only way he could:
McElroy, and seeing the deep
"Film schools will kill Film." thought behind one film pretty
Not to say that I ani anti-film much was a trip. The most
school, but it is such a rush to · hippy irrlages were captured on
hear this person who was a a short :film based on a song his
mouth piece of the last film band performed. In this apmovement, who has come such proXimately three~minute :film,
a long way, pretty much blow the elements combine to form a
off such a worshipped estab- fast-paced "music video."
Truly, I am enthralled with
lishment. Brad mocked the ·
wanna-be :film greats in
the pOOlation footage of a per0
'You know, I don'tknowmuch._ son flying toward the camera.
about this fihn bit, but I have This short and the song united
ideas. I have ideas. I want to make for a kinetic experience.
Though I am not fully ac• direct.
What he said is funny be- quainted with all Bill Bogle's
cause it is so true. Many UCF work, what I did see at the lifilm students want to be a di- braiy, courtesy o{ Eric's borrectors. Obviously, they must rowed videotape, isveryfo~eful
have ideas.
and very obscure, with attenStill, I had to ask Jonas about tion to sound as well as image.
how any of those filmmakers . What Bogle has done is brutally
made a living, how they sup- disturbing. I still can't shake
ported their fihn addiction.
the feelings of confusion
'Tuey had jobs," he said.
when I watched his video
"Llke McDonalds?" I asked.
transfers.
'Yes, everyone heldjobs."
Mekas will still serve as a
"In regards to the New Amer- source of inspiration for myican Cinema, you would have ~elf, a guiding light . in obto be in New York to talk . scure sections of personal
about it. They !movements] direction. And ever the optialways come in waves. The '60s mist, film is strnngly becomweregreat. The '70sreallydidn't ing more a part of the Or' do anything, as the '80s really lando cultural experience.
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Image, Modeling & Acting
Training talent in central Florida
longer than any other school of its type.

(407) 628-5989
Watch for Lisa's regular feature ·star Tracks· on Channel 9's Noon News!
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GRAND OPENING!
FREE EGG ROLL, WING,
FRIED RICE & FORTUNE COOKIE
WITH DINNER SPECIAL

·'

ACROSS FROM UCF
4066N. ALAFAYA TRAIL
380-1084
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ROLE 'P LAYING
GAMES
IN THE UC6 PLAZA
ACROSS FROM UCF

(407)823-7246
82-DRAGN
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Van Morrison continues search
Latest album maintains 25-year trek for his blues-soul roots

• Enlightment

Artist: Van Morrison
Producer: Van Morrison
Label: Polygram
nlightenmentis the latest effort of this fading
'60s pop star. It is the
latest development of Van
Morrison's continuous search
for a new :Harmony with his
blues-soul roots.
His style of sensuous "operatic" harmony brought a
new wave of pop music in the
late '60s.
Later, his Moondance album was hailed by Rolling
Stone magazine as "Maybe the
most romantic rock 'n' roll
album ever recorded."
Van Morrison's roots come
from the blues, mainly John- ·
nyLee Hooker, Muddy Waters,
Sonny Teny and Leadbelly.
Morrison's music has gone
through various phases in his
25-year plus career. He
started as a mere imitator in
the post-blues era. However,
as the '60s came to a close,
Van Morrison began to create
his own type of blues ~th a
combination of jazz and an

assortment of acoustical instruments.
To get more control over his
art and to stay away from accusations ofbeing an imitator,
Morrison began to produce his
own records.
During the span of his career the times changed but
Van Morrison decided to stay
with the older blues long after
his contemporaries in the '60s.
Instead of moving ahead with
the vogue-like·trends that began to develop in the mid-70s,
he co!}.cerned his work with
deeper meaning. William

E
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Enlightenment is a continuation of Van Morrison's relationship with mystery and the
imaginary senses. The songs
on Enlightenment reflect a
peaceful, yet upbeat atmosphere.
Enlightenment stands by
itself in comparison with today's music. Listening to it
certainty did not catch any
hard-rock attentions. There is
very little if any electric guitar
feedback. In fact, I feel asleep
listening to it. ·
The flow of the songs go too
uneasy to be pop music and it
is not as fast as pop either.
It's sort of a compromise
among blues, jazz and pop.
Ifyou can imagine trying to
listen to this sleepy, poppy
tune, then try it. You might
possibly find Enlightenment as
enlightening as Van Morrison
has tried to make it.

-Josiah Baker

Blake has been one of his most
influential poets.
Some of his most recent
themes in Van Morrison's
music concentrate on salvation and thanksgiving as a
personal, as opposed to a
traditional relationship with .
God. Van Morrison has klnd
of an abstract form of gospel
music.
He told Musician magazine • 2 Nasty 4 Radio
in 1984 that, "Ray Charles and Artl~ts: Various
James Brown still get me off. Producer: Jeff Smith
But they're influences now. Label: Cold Chillin' Records
Ray Charles got me motivat_
ed.~
see MUSIC REVIEW page 4
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What is the right flower ~or your love?
by Nick Conte

Question:
Who invented Valentine's Day?
a) Thomas Edison
b) Benito Mussolini
c) The Florist Society of America
d) Gary Coleman
e) All of the above
My first guess was D, but after further
review, I chose C.
· It's that time of the year again guys, and
you better have saved your pennies.
Valentine's Day is in the air... (Ah-choo!!),
damn allergies!
Florists around the country are gearing
up for their biggest day of the year. If you're
onepartofa dating relationship you'd better
begin to plan to get something for that other
·
' part ... or else.
Let'sfacethefacts:Wedon'tknowadam
thingaboutgettingtherightgiftssometimes.
But Valentine's Day is different, keep it ·
simple ... say it with flowers.
Flowers and their meanings
Rosesarethemostpopularwayofletting
your girlfriend/wife/mistress, knowyou love
her. Red roses declare passion, white roses
represent spiritual love and yellow roses let
her know she's good-natured.
Orchidsareagoodchoice.Ifyou'retaking

her to a formal occasion, Orchids compliment
her loveliness. (I'm getting ill.)
Multi-colored Tulips show love for her eyes.
Red tulips declare your love and yellow ones
represent passion.
Lilies represent purity, but they're
somewhat hard to fmd. You can get them
cheap if you don't mind trolling through
swamp fills in the Quadrangle to find them.
Daffodils are supposed to show that you
are a gentleman. So ifyou've been a bad boy
recently these little daffies may save your
"honor."
Marigolds are used only for funerals, so
avoid these beauties. (I hope I have time to
change my order!)
Valentine's Day can be a somber time
for some, especially if you're not involved.
You might begin to take on a scrooge
attitude about the whole celebration of
this lovey-:dovey holiday, but fight it.
Use this day to tell someone you've lost
howmuch she means. Girls, call that special
guy you've always liked and tell him how
much he means.
·
Sure, the whole Valentine's Day idea
is a big scam, and sure the Florist of
America is laughing at us all the way to
the bank, but who cares. Even the "lovehaters" of the world can enjoy this
holiday, even if it is a little frivolous.

~ ~ ~

Grab a bite

of home cookin!

MUSIC REVIEW
FROMPAGE3
"Man this tune is funkier
than 19, yards ofchitlins wit'
onions and sardines on the
side." Well, most of 2 Nasty '4
Radio is pretty funky; and as
the name implies, ·these songs
do not get much airplay. Despite what you might think,
n~t all of the songs are about
sex.
Roxanne Shante starts the
LP off on a funky tip with
"Brothers Ain't Sh*t." Shante
gives us the female perspective when men are kickin' their
game, and she does it with a
great wit and a straight-forward lyrical style.
She also has advice for what
to do with an unfaithful man:
"You should do some voodoo/
Make his d**k small/ Make
him see spiders on the wall/
Then make him throw a fit/
Why? Cuz brothers ain't sh *t."
The next cut, "Big Daddy
Vs. Dolemite," is set to a
smooth baseline and trumpet
ensemble. It's a hilarious
contest for King of the Pimping
game, between Big Daddy
Kane and Rudy ~y Moore.
Dolemite wins hands, among
other things, down.
"Talk Like Sex," by the
prince of lisp-rapping Kool G
Rap, has the best hook of the
LP.
"For any girl who wants to
step to it/ She'll end up getting her stomach pumped just

like Rod Stewart."
Next is the already classic
"Girls L.G.B.N.A.F.," by Ice-T.
Grand Daddy I.U. wraps
things up on the first side with .
"Girl at the Mall." Grand Daddy I.U. is the fi,rst rapper that
I've ever heard admit to a
woman that he couldn't bandle 'The bitch co' drowned
me."
The worst cut ofthe LP is,
"F**k Everyone," by Everlast.
The wit and humor of the other
cuts are nowhere to be seen;
and not even the DJ can save
this one - it co' sucks.
The LP is wrapped up with
Ice-T's "Freedom of Speech."
The Ice man gives us the low
down about the First Amendment and the P.M.RC.
Overall, the LP is kickin'. If
you think that you really need
it then it's well worth your
money. .
I11 end with Jello Biafra's
opinions on censorship, taken
from Freedom of Speech":
"What they are trying to do,
with radio and with this, the
Karen Walker Act and a lot of
other ways, is to start by
saying that they're protecting
the public from wicked rock ,
bands or girlie magazines.
"But if you follow the chain
of dominoes, it falls down.
What they are really trying to
do is shut off our access to
information itself. If they can't
do it by law then they know
that there are other ways to
do it."
- by Mark Thomas
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"A SUPERBLY CRAFTED THRILLER...·
JULIAN SANDS AS THE WARLOCK IS PURE EVIL.".
- Vernon Scott, UPI

,· ·"A FANTASY THRILLER ..•
WORTH SEEING."-Daily Variety
"...AFASCINATING HORROR
ADVENTURE WUOSE
THRILLS SPAN-THE
CENTURIES."-Fangoria

Now there's home cookin' worth going

vegetables, mashed potatoes and old-

out for, right in your neighborhood. At

fashioned cornbread. Fruit cobblers,-

our new Black-eyed Pea Restaurant you'll

homem~de

from scratch, creamy banana

find all the _good food that gives home

·pudding, and other tempting desserts. Our

cooking a good name. Like hand-battered,

service and ·prices will suit rour taste, too.

chicken fried steak, juicy pot roast, and

So visit the new home of home cooking in

tender charbroiled chicken. Garden-fresh

your neighborhood. The Black-eyed Pea.

t;he 8lack·eyed pea®
RESTAURANT ,

1

~ome

cookin' worth going out for.SM
3150 University Blvd.
Winter Park, 679-7576

He's come
from the past
to destroy the future~

WAR19CK
Satan also has one son.
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